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Abstract
The objective of this paper was to model the stability and control derivatives using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). This would provide a more reliable tool in the development of aircraft. This process could
reduce the reliance on wind tunnel results with a consequent reduction in development costs. The test model
used for this paper was a specialised delta wing configuration. The study was undertaken by comparing
simulation parameters and determining their effects on the flow characteristics. The simulation was undertaken
using internal meshing software, the flow simulation software TAU and the graphical interface Tecplot. Results
showed that a single CFD model could not be used for the prediction of aerodynamic behaviour under the full
range of angle of attack (0° to 25°). However the surface mesh refinement and optimisation of simulation
parameters allowed for a better prediction at lower angle of attack (0° to 15°). The dynamic simulation showed
that flow characteristics were better captured for higher pitching frequencies. Overall the study will assist the
progress of future studies.
Keywords: computational fluid dynamics modelling, delta wing, stability and control, dynamic behaviour,
vortex, flow separation
1. Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling has been used to a significant extent in the development of
aircraft. As capabilities and computing power, of CFD modelling, have increased over time, the importance of
and reliance upon, CFD simulations has similarly increased. Simulation results, obtain over time have
progressively become more accurate and reliable. However the data provided by CFD simulations has had
limitations. As such, the results of CFD simulations have never been relied on, as the sole source of data. The
results were always validated with additional data obtained, either via wind tunnel or flight tests, both of which
are costly and time consuming. Also, these options are not always practical or suitable alternatives. Additionally,
under certain flight characteristics the wind tunnel results do not entirely represent the true flow over an aircraft.
It is preferable if all flight characteristics are known before the full scale aircraft enters the flight testing. Once
full scale flight testing commences, it is costly and time consuming to modify the design. Furthermore,
unexpected aircraft handling during testing can be very dangerous. Therefore, it would be greatly beneficial to
improve the reliability and accuracy of current CFD modelling, which would reduce the necessity for additional
alternative testing. This would help to reduce costs, in addition to opening up possibilities for more detailed
testing under the entire flight envelope of the aircraft.
With recent advances in the aerospace industry, the demand and commonality of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) have also increased. The leading factor in this area is Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAV). These
planforms often lead to configuration with nonlinear aerodynamic behaviour; this can be dominated by vortical
flow across the upper surfaces. The cause of these more complicated flows is often linked to UCAV’s highly
swept wing planform design. Many of the characteristics of flow phenomena associated with highly swept delta
wings have been well documented and well-studied (Gursul, Gordinier, & Visbal, 2005). These planforms often
are associated with the sharp leading edge geometry. However, the flow is not entirely understood in less swept
wings with rounded leading edges. It is these characteristics that need to be better understood in order to
effectively enhance future development of aircraft.
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The determ
mination of dynamic derivatiives in aircraftt development is an essentiall part of the deevelopment cyc
cle in
flight physsics. When revviewing an unnstable aircraftt, knowledge oof the stabilityy and control m
margins are crritical
for the dessign of flight control system
ms. This is vittal, as many fuuture unmanneed aircraft connfigurations ex
xhibit
aerodynam
mic stability annd control issuees in various reegions of theirr flight enveloppes.
The primaary objective of
o this study iis to focus on the computattion of the pittch oscillationss in the intere
esting
angle of aattack (AoA) range (0° to 15°). During this process individual paraameters will bbe assessed. These
T
include the dependenciees on configurrations (with aand without stiing), mesh ressolutions, discrretisation sche
emes,
turbulencee and transitionn models, timee step sizes andd order of the ttime integratioon operations. T
The results of these
tests will tthen be comparred to the charracteristics of fflow found in tthe wind tunneel testing.
2. Delta W
Wing Configurrations
As technoology and dem
mands on aircrrafts are advaancing and inccreasing, the ddesire for addditional speedss and
manoeuvraability capabilities are becom
ming more neccessary. These factors shouldd be considered in the design
n and
developmeental phase off modern airccraft. The connfigurations asssociated withh both supersonic and subssonic
aircrafts vvary greatly. The
T delta winng is not new technology; aas its initial cconcept was ddeveloped in 1867
(Century oof Flight, 20100). It is one off the most efficcient ways to aachieve the desired high speed capabilitiess of a
wing. Deltta wings are a common featture for aircraffts tailored for the supersoniic flight. The m
majority of mo
odern
aircraft haave some aspects of swept w
wings to gain the beneficial effect of prevventing high sspeed shock efffects
(Gursul, 2005). There arre a large num
mber of delta w
wing types incluuding; Standarrd, Ogival, Coompound, Crop
pped,
Tailless, C
Cranked Arrow
w and Diamondd/Lambda conffigurations (Suurruno, 2009) aas shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Delta Wing C
Configurationss (Surruno, 20009)
In this stuudy a Lambda type delta winng with a 53º swept wing w
was used (Visbbal, 1995). Thhe selected Lam
mbda
delta wingg possesses a loow sweep anglle and non-slennder characteriistic (Gursul, 22005).
Additionallly it has a com
mbination of bboth rounded aand sharp leadiing edge geom
metry. The moddel is a specifiically
designed U
UCAV delta wing
w
configuraation. It was deesigned in ordder to develop key aerodynaamic characteristics
such as floow separation and the develoopment of vorrtices (Andersoon, 2007). Thee exact configuuration used ca
annot
be shown here due to current confiddentially restriictions. The m
model has a 552º swept leadding edge with
h the
capability of interchangiing a sharp or rounded leadiing edge. For this study, thee rounded leadding edge would be
used. The rounded leadinng edge configguration is created with a shaarp inboard leaading edge whhich transitionss into
a medium round leadingg edge on the oouter panels off the wing. Thee outer panel hhas a parallel lleading and tra
ailing
edge with a washout twist of 5º (Frink, 2010).
The modeel consists of three
t
main secctions; the fusselage, the winng and wing ttips. It is madee of a light weight
reinforcedd plastic that brrings its overalll weight to lesss than 10 kg ((Vicroy, Loeseer, & Schütte, 22010). The purrpose
of the extrra light model is that it reduuces the dynam
mic inertial loaads (Yang X. L
L. et al., 2011)). This allows for a
more accuurate and sensiitive balance, w
which leads too better force aand moment rresolution. Thee model consissts of
more than 200 pressure taps on the uppper and lowerr sides of the m
model which aare set to deteermine the dyn
namic
measurem
ments of unsteaady pressure. T
The model waas designed too gather both static and dynnamic aerodyn
namic
behaviour.. However for this study, the results are resstricted to dynaamic behaviouur modelling.
3. The DL
LR Tau-code
The Flow simulation sofftware used forr this study waas the DLR TA
AU-Code. Thiss is a software modelling pac
ckage
developedd by the DLR Institute of Aerrodynamics annd Flow Technnology. It was ddesigned to bee capable of solving
complex C
CFD simulatioons. The solveer is based onn the compresssible three-dim
mensional, steeady, and unstteady
Reynolds Averaged Navvier-Stokes eqquations (Shüttte, 2010). This is implemennted by employing finite volume
flow soluttions. The codde is establisheed from a hybbrid, unstructuured grid apprroach. This alllows implemen
nting
multiple fforms of gridss, leading to tthe capability of analysing much more ccomplicated annd detailed mo
odels
(Kollmannn, 2011). The unstructured grid consists of both hexahhedral and prrismatic grids. This offers better
b
resolution within the viiscous shear laayers, to accuurately represeent near wall cconditions, thrrough the use of a
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structured prismatic grid (Shütte, 2010). Additionally, it allows for the utilisation of the freedom and capabilities
of the unstructured volume mesh. In this study, an unstructured grid was used that is developed with an in-house
meshing program called “Mesher”.
The TAU-Code has the capabilities to utilise both the Cell-Vertex and the Cell-Centered schemes, both with their
own advantages and disadvantages (Liu & Chen, 2011). Here the Cell-Centered scheme was used. In the
Cell-Centered approach, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a dual background grid, which is determined
directly from the primary grid (Hübner, 2007). This approach was used as it consists of a larger number of
solution variables than other approaches, which would in turn lead to greater accuracy.
The TAU-Code is capable of performing many different tasks splitting into five main modules. These modules
are (Shütte, 2010): a) Preprocessor - Takes information from the Primary grid to develop a dual-grid or
multi-grids. b) Solver - Performs the flow calculations over the dual-grid. c) Adaption - Refines and de-refines
the grid to allow for the capture of all flow phenomena. This includes a large range of categories, including the
representation of vortex structures and shear layers around viscous boundaries. d) Deformation - Propagates the
deformation of surface-coordinates to the surround grid. e) Motion - Defines the motion of the model and relates
this motion to any control devices. Many of these modules are inbuilt within the code and for this study; they
would not be altered from their default values. As a result, the Preprocessor and Solver modules would be
examined in more details while the other modules would be taken as non-variable.
The Preprocessor module is based on the meshed grid forming the primary grid. Here, a system of five dual grids
was used. This introduction of multiple grids greatly improves the computational time and power required to run
any simulation.
The Solver module calculates the gradients in time, which are then discretised through the use of a multi-step
Runge-Kutta scheme. These calculations are then calculated using multigrid techniques and local time stepping
which accelerates the ability to find converged results for steady state solutions (Hübner, 2007). Three different
turbulence models were examined: a) one one-equation model, b) two two-equation models. These were the
Spalart-Allmaras Edwards one-equation model, and the Wilcox k-ω TNT and Wilcox k-ω LEA two-equation
models
4. Numerical Results
4.1 Findings of Initial CFD Modelling
In order to determine the possible accuracy of CFD simulations and how different parameters can be improved,
the quality of the initial simulations results are needed. To be able to check these parameters accurately it is
important to ensure a good quality grid density (Liu & Chen, 2011). The mesh can greatly affect the results of
the simulation. As a consequence it is vital to ensure that any simulations being used have reached a mesh
converged state (Ismadi, 2011). For this work a large array of simulations was developed with meshed densities
ranging from 1.5 to 22.5 million nodes. These simulation results were compared to wind tunnel findings to
determine the accuracy of each model. A detailed look at this mesh convergence study was undertaken in a
previous study by Pevitt & Alam (2011).
The wind tunnel investigations were undertaken across two wind tunnel facilities with a total of three full scale
investigations. The first two of these tests were conducted in DNW-NWB wind tunnel and the final test in NASA
Langley 14-by-22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel in Hampton, Virginia (Vicroy, 2010). For this work the results obtained
from the DNW-NWB wind tunnel will be used. Dynamic measurements of integral forces and moments, the
pressure distribution over the wing surface, transition measurements and field measurements (both static and
dynamic) using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) were taken (Shütte, 2010) .
The DNW-NWB wind tunnel is a closed loop, with an atmospheric test section, capable of operating under both
open slotted or closed configuration (Cummings et al., 2010). The wind tunnel is 3.25 m by 2.8 m and has a
maximum free stream velocity of 80 m/s for the closed test section and 70 m/s for the open test section (Vicroy,
2010). The wind tunnel data collected at a speed of 50 m/s will be used for this study, corresponding to a
Reynolds number of 1.57 million and a Mach number of 0.147 (Cummings, 2010). The model was tested
statically at an angle of attack range of -15º to 30º and dynamically under pitch and yaw with oscillation of ±5º
amplitude (Vicroy, 2010). For the work being done the pitch oscillation results will be used for angles of attack
between 0º and 25º.
The previous mesh convergence study found that there were considerable differences in changing meshes. When
reviewing the CL (Coefficient of Lift) and CD (Coefficient of Drag) values all of the meshes appeared quite
capable of representing the experimental flow characteristics. While the Cmy (Coefficient of Pitching Moment)
20
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values weere much moree unstable andd were provenn to be highlyy mesh dependdent (Pevitt & Alam, 2011). To
further undderstand why there
t
is a diffeerence in the reesults of each of the meshes, the surface contours were taken
t
of the presssure coefficiennt over the connfiguration, whhich help to viisualise the vorrticity formation over the surface
of the wingg. These compparisons are shhown for an AooA of 15º in Figure 2.

Figgure 2. Surface Contour Plotts at 15º AoA, Comparing M
Mesh Refinemeent (Pevitt & A
Alam, 2011)
The pressuure contours shhown in Figurre 2 indicated critical differeences in the floow characterisstics for each of
o the
meshes. H
Here four meshhes were depiicted as they showed the raange from unddefined to refi
fined meshes. With
additional meshes closerr to the mesh cconvergence ppoint displayedd, initially seenn at 10.5 millioon nodes. Thiss was
deemed a critical pointt in the mesh convergence study, as the complex flow
w over the suurface of the wing
indicated eearly signs of mesh converggence here, thoough it was not until further testing and coomparisons to wind
tunnel resuults were madde that it was ffound that the mesh did in ffact not conveerge until a meesh density off 22.5
million noodes was reachhed. Experimenntal findings iindicated that at 15º AoA thhere should be the beginning
g of a
dual vorteex formation occurring, thhough this waas not observed in CFD ssimulations unntil addition mesh
m
refinementts were made (Pevitt & Allam, 2011), (K
Kuo et al., 19995). The finaal mesh endedd up with the best
representaation of the flow
w as well as saatisfying criticcal mesh featurres like a low Y+ values, whhich was noted
d at 1
for the 22..5 million nodde model (Peviitt & Alam, 20011). This resuulted in a smooother, more accurate mesh, better
b
capable off accurately moodelling the floow characterisstics over the configuration (Z
Zhang, 2011).
4.2 Sensitiivity of Turbuleence Models
When anaalysing the flow
w over the connfiguration, it is vital to dettermine the sennsitivity of thee results due to the
turbulencee models (Kwaak, 2010). All tturbulence moodels are develloped for differrent applicatioons and each has its
own capabbilities and draawbacks. If an incorrect moddel is chosen thhe quality andd accuracy of thhe flow resultss will
be degradeed. Therefore, it is important to select a raange of turbuleence models thhat are assumeed to be approp
priate
and determ
mine a sensitivvity analysis too conclude whhich is most suuitable for the particular connfiguration (Sh
hauin,
Yayla, Cannpolat & Akilli, 2011). For the purpose oof this work, simulations weere carried outt utilising the SAE,
S
k-ω, LEA and SST turbuulence models.. While more ppowerful turbuulence models were availablee, such as Deta
ached
Eddy Sim
mulation and Large
L
Eddy Siimulation, these were not uused due to coomplexity andd related incre
eased
demand on computationnal power andd time (The G
German Aerosspace Center [[DLR], 2010).. These turbullence
models weere compared in detail usingg; force and m
moment graphs,, surface contoour plots and ppressure coeffiicient
graphs. Thhe comprehenssive study of thhese findings w
was made in P
Pevitt & Alam (2011). Thesee findings indic
cated
that basedd on availablee computationnal power andd feasible timee constraints the most accuurate models were
developedd when utilisingg the SAE turbbulence modell. Based on theese studies, whhere possible tthe SAE turbullence
model wass used for the dynamic
d
simullations that aree to be made inn this paper.
4.3 Influennce of Configuration Changee
When anallysing the flow
w over the conffiguration it w
was noted that m
more than one layout for the model can be used.
The two m
main alternativves looked at: a) the possibillity of using a half model coonfiguration, aand b) effect of
o the
wind tunnel sting attachm
ment. The purrpose of simulaating a half moodel is to provve the results ffor the full and
d half
model are the same. If thhis is true, thenn it is possiblee to make a floow analysis with greater messh refinements over
a half moddel (Stolz, 2006). It was alsoo important to ensure that thee sting attachm
ment was not ggreatly affecting the
wind tunneel results comppared to the CF
FD simulationns. Then determ
mine if it was rrequired to moodel this attachment
21
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to ensure an accurate representation of the results. In previous studies it has been suggested that the lack of a
sting on the model can affect the pitching moment results (Frink, 2010).
Detailed analysis was completed previously both on full and half model simulations and with and without sting
attachments. These simulations were run over a large range of AoA to gain a detailed overview of their effects.
Based on these results it was seen that all of the features of the flow were the same for both the full and half
model, allowing for further testing to be completed on half models (Pevitt & Alam, 2011). When testing the
effects of sting attachment it was seen that in general the sting caused the pitching moment results to translate
upwards. As the results for pitching moment coefficients were generally under predicted, in previous finding, the
upwards shift was a beneficial translation (Pevitt & Alam, 2011).
4.4 Influence of Discretisation Parameters
Two of the discretisation parameters reviewed here are Preconditioning and the Dissipation, as these can greatly
affect the simulation results. Preconditioning affects the assumptions made in the calculation process (Blazek,
2001). The simulations work through the use of the governing equations, assuming that the flow is
incompressible. As the flow over the configuration is only 0.17 Mach the assumptions of incompressible flow is
not completely valid (Eidgenössische Technishe Hochschule Zürich [ETH], 2010). The goal of preconditioning
is to implement a correction factor to account for these assumptions and to improve the convergence of the
numerical schemes at low Mach numbers. Based on this it is expected that its implementation should improve
the results discussed previously (Lomax, Pulliam, & Zingg, 1999).
The addition of preconditioning to the simulations was reviewed in detail (see Pevitt & Alam, 2011). The
addition of preconditioning has both positive and negative effects for all AoA when looking at the pitching
moment coefficient values. It was noted that using preconditioning causes beneficial effects on the accuracy of
the results, with a greater emphasis for lower AoA values. Though it was important to note that it also had
negative effects for the lift and drag coefficient results, indicating its use would be highly dependent on the
desired results.
Dissipation also effects the assumptions made in the calculation process. Dissipation refers to the degradation of
the intensity in vortical flow (Blazek, 2001). The parameters associated with this value will affect how the
turbulence model calculates the unsteady turbulent flow over the configuration. If the flow does not dissipate fast
enough the results will indicate much large vortices over the aircraft than expected and there merging or
separation will be delayed until higher angles of attack (Blazek, 2001). If the flow dissipates too fast then the
vortices will disperse too early and the flow will merge and become separated at AoA much lower than what
would be expected from experimental data (Celik, 2004). The Dissipation parameters are based on the 2nd order
and 4th order dissipation coefficients.
A range of simulations was undertaken changing the 2nd and 4th order dissipation values to determine their
separate and joint effects by Pevitt & Alam (2011). Three different combinations were run at two separate AoA.
These results were then represented with force and moment graphs. The results indicated that at low AoA, the
changes in the pitching moment coefficients were negligible despite any changes in the dissipation values. When
reviewing the results at higher AoA, a more noticeable effect was evident. With these inputs it was observed that
the pitching moment values that were previously over predicting the experimental data were translated back
down onto the experimental results, helping to improve the accuracy (Pevitt & Alam, 2011).
4.5 Finalised Static Simulation
Based on previous studies, a final static flow simulation model was developed to form the basis for further
dynamic testing. The final flow simulations were run on a half model with 22.5 million nodes. This model also
incorporated the sting attachment and the preconditioning and dissipation values, previously seen to help
improve the simulation accuracy (Pevitt & Alam, 2011). This model implemented the lessons seen previously
together to gain the most accurate results possible with the available resources. This model was then used as a
reference guide for further testing where possible.
Detailed explanations of the complexities in the static flow over the delta wing were made by Pevitt & Alam
(2011). The Study indicated that the key flow characteristics over this model were difficult to determine and
predict. This means it will be difficult to directly represent the dynamic data as well. Additionally studies to
consider a more detailed look at the flow characteristics were made through the use of surface pressure plots and
pressure taps along the wing of the model. (Schütte, Hummel, & Hitzel, 2010; Pevitt & Alam, 2011). These
graphs were able to clearly represent the formation and dispersion of the vortices over the configuration. These
finding also indicated that though the static model struggled to represent the flow characteristics at higher AoA,
22
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up until 17° AoA, goodd confidence ccould be put iin the simulatiion. Similar liimitations werre also expecte
ed in
relation to the dynamics results.
4.6 Pitchinng Oscillationss
As mentiooned earlier thhe overall purppose of this paaper was to deetermine the ffeasibility of m
modelling dyn
namic
derivativess in CFD. The dynamic derivvatives help too characterise tthe aircraft in rrespect to its stability and co
ontrol
properties (Yang X. L. et al., 2011). It is an essenntial part of thhe developmeent cycle in fllight physics. With
modern aiircraft it is oftten necessary to design unsstable aircraft configurations, making thee knowledge of
o the
stability aand control maargins critical for the desiggn of the flighht control sysstems (Ismadi,, 2011). For many
m
different reeasons it can be
b desirable to develop unstaable aircraft suuch as reducingg radar cross ssection or incre
eased
manoeuvraability. This cooncept of unstaable design alsso applies to thhe configuratioon used in this work. In the scope
s
of this papper the goal was
w to be able to model the ddynamic pitchhing coefficiennt of the aircraaft under amplitude
changes off ±5º with a pittching frequenncy of both 1 H
Hz and 3 Hz.
The initiall computationaal models weree performed based on the staatically determ
mined model (ssee Pevitt & Alam,
A
2011). A rrange of simullations were pperformed by cchanging diffeerent parameters of a static m
model to firstlly try
and gain thhe optimal staatic design. Initial dynamic ttests were perfformed based oon the initial sstatic results. These
T
static resuults were basedd on a model w
with a mesh rrefinement of 10.5 million nnodes and werre run using a SAE
turbulencee model. Thesee initial static rresults can be sseen in Figures 6 to 8 compaared to the expperimental dyn
namic
wind tunnel results. Thee reason this m
model was usedd first, rather tthan a more reefined model, iis that the dyn
namic
tests weree run in paralllel to the statiic ones. This m
means that whhen the compputational simuulations began
n, the
findings off a more refineed model had nnot yet been m
made. The effecct of the more refined model is discussed la
ater.
The first sstep in the calcculation of dyynamic pitch ooscillations is tto find the mooment and forcces associated with
each run. T
This is done baased on the staatic solution foound from the 10.5 million noode models. T
The solution ou
utputs
for 5º, 10ºº, 15º and 25º were taken. T
Then each of thhese models w
was re-run undder dynamic piitching oscillattions.
Each model was run witth amplitude oof ±5º with thee first computaation being doone at 1 Hz. T
This was chosen for
initial testing as in prevvious studies iit was noted thhat the slowerr frequencies w
were harder too model accurrately
(Zhang, 20011). The reasson that sloweer frequenciess are harder too model is thaat the lower frrequencies und
dergo
more non--linear behaviiour (Liu & C
Chen, 2011). T
This is due too the flow dyynamics havinng enough tim
me to
transition between statees at lower freequencies. Forr higher frequeencies the flow
w will not haave enough tim
me to
transition and will remaain separated oonce it is distuurbed, this cauuses an overaall more linearr behaviour (R
Rohlf,
2010).
The dynam
mic simulationns were run using the same pparameter settiings as the staatic runs foundd by Pevitt & Alam
A
(2011). Eaach cycle was run with 1000 iterations andd 100 inner itterations. Eachh model was rrun for a total of 3
cycles to ensure the results were weell converged. In order to run the simullations at 1 H
Hz the TAU in
nputs
mulations were run and proviided dynamic force
correspondded to a reducced frequency of rotation, 0.06. These sim
and momeent graphs. Thhese results aare illustrated in Figures 6 to 8. The eqquivalent expeerimental data
a that
correspondds with these values
v
is also sshown in Figurres 3 to 5.

Figure 4. Experimenttal Data – C vss. Angle of Attack

Figure 3. Experimental Data - CL vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure 5. Experimental Data - Cmy vvs. Angle of Atttack

Figure 6.. Dynamic Tessts, for 5º,10º,115º and 20º witth

Figure 7. Dynamic Te
Tests, for 5º,10ºº,15º and 20º with
w

±5º, CL vss. Angle of Attaack

±5º, CD vs. Angle of A
Attack

Figure 8. Dynamic Testts, for 5º, 10º, 115º and 20º wiith ±5º, Cmy vvs. Angle of Atttack
As observved in the experimental dataa, the dynamicc simulations follow the treend provided bby the static curve.
This is im
mportant to notte as it can cleearly be seen that if there aare deviations in the static reesults compared to
experimenntal values, theen it not possibble to expect thhe dynamic soolutions to be ccompletely acccurate. This means,
the first steep in ensuring an accurate dyynamic solutioon would be too define an accurate static sollution. Withou
ut this
reference to begin the dynamic
d
solutiions from, ideeal dynamic m
modelling cannnot be attemptted. If the dyn
namic
solutions ccan be accurattely modelled around the staatic solution, thhen the conceppt and feasibillity of the dyn
namic
modelling can be useful..
Figures 6 to 8 clearly inndicate that thhe most compllex and least llinear results aare seen in thee pitching moment
characterisstics. Compareed to the expeerimental valuees, there is thee least amountt of agreementts in the resultts for
the pitchinng moment coefficients. A
As a result thee pitching mooment results will be focussed on for fu
urther
modelling and analysis.. It can be nooted that the im
mprovement iin pitching mooment results will coincide with
24
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improvem
ments in coefficcients of lift annd drag results (Kwak, 20100). A detailed comparison oof pitching moment
results witth experimentaal results are shhown in Figuree 9.

Figure 9.
9 Experimentaal Data vs. Dynnamic Tests, foor 5º, 10º, 15º and 20º with ±
±5º
When reviiewing the dynnamic results ffor the pitchingg moment, it iss observed thaat there are largge deviations in the
results. Thhis was expecteed, as the statiic results had ssuch large deviiations comparred to the expeerimental results. It
has been nnoted that the dynamic results follow the static results all the time. A therefor highh level of accu
uracy
was not exxpected for thee dynamic Cmy values. Whenn reviewing thee CL and CD dyynamic graph it was seen tha
at for
all AoA, eeven where thhe results deviiated from the experimental ones, the flow
w phenomenaa was still captured
relatively well. The sim
mulation data sstill showed thhe same shapee and characteeristics as the experimental data.
When reviiewing the dyynamic Cmy vaalues it was seeen that the vaalues were noot only translaated away from
m the
experimenntal results but also the flow shape and charracteristics weere not captureed.
At 10º with an oscillatiion of ±5º, forr the dynamicc pitching mom
ment, it is noted that the reesults are not only
translated down but alsoo not representtative of the experimental data at all. Thiss is the regionn of AoA wherre the
wing tip vvortex is beginnning to movee inboard and start to form w
with the thicknness vortex (S
Shauin, 2011). This
phenomennon was very hard
h
to capturre accurately iin the static m
model, so it is no surprise thhat it has not been
captured eexactly for the dynamic moddel. From the static results sseen in Pevitt & Alam (20111), it was obse
erved
that the floow characteristtics could be ccaptured at 15ºº and 17º, thouugh the way thee vortices movve in-between these
AoA is unnknown, it mayy be this changge in transitionn that is not beeing captured ccorrectly by thhis model. It would
w
be expecteed that the adddition of meshh refinement in these areas would help too better capturre this region more
accuratelyy as well as the utilisation forr a more accuraate turbulence model (Blazekk, 2001).
Looking aat other AoA reesults for the ddynamic pitchiing moment, itt is noted that only some paarts of the curv
ve are
in good aggreement withh the experimeental results. For the lower A
AoA around 10º to 17º the fflow is much more
complicateed. It is this reegion of the cuurve not only sttruggles to proovide the correect data but alsso fails to represent
the same ccharacteristics of the flow. T
The cause of thhis is again duue to the inabillity to model tthe transition of
o the
tip vortex as it merges into
i
the thicknness vortex, furrther inboard oof the leading edge (Liu & Chen, 2011). Once
O
the AoA increases morre and the voortices have m
merge with thee apex vortexx, causing flow
w separationss, the
simulationn is able to cappture the flow m
more accuratelly again (Cumm
mings, 2010). This is why between 17º and 20º
the graph iis translated baack towards thhe experimentaal data and capptures characterristics of the fl
flow quite well.
As the flow
w beyond 17º has now becoome detached, as a result of tthe apex, thickkness, and tip vvortex all merging.
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This actuaally makes the flow much eaasier to simulaate, as it is fullly separated (V
Vicroy, 2010). This means at
a 20º
dynamic ppitching momeent it can be seen that the results are inn much more agreement. Thhere are still some
s
variances in the result, though
t
this is also noted in tthe baseline sttatic results. U
Unlike the lower AoA resultss, the
characterisstics of the floow for higher AoA appear tto be modeledd reasonably w
well. Additionaally, with all of
o the
experimenntal dynamic data,
d
especiallyy at 20º, there are large deviations in windd tunnel resultss. This impliess that
this flow iis complicatedd and hard to capture and aalso that the fflow is not neecessarily easilly repeatable. This
makes it hharder to be caaptured accuraately by CFD. Therefore it ccan be stated tthat for the 20ºº dynamic pitc
ching
moment grraph, the simuulation is in reaasonably good agreement witth the experim
mental data.
Based on the simulationns shown in Fiigure 9 it was again clearly evident that thhe dynamic m
model would fo
ollow
the static m
model results. Therefore an improved staatic model wouuld lead to thee Cmy values ccloser matching the
correct chaaracteristics att low angles oof attack, and pprovide reasonnably good agrreement at higgh angles of atttack.
Though beetween AoA of
o 10º and 17ºº the flow becomes very com
mplicated andd the dynamic graphs strugg
gle to
accuratelyy represent the characteristicss of the flow. It is expected that with furthher mesh refinnements this would
w
be improved (Stolz, 2006).
was selected. T
The 22.5 millioon node model was
Based on tthe results the dynamic data with a more reefined model w
found to bbe a beneficial choice for thee simulations. Additionally tthe advantagess of sting attacchment, dissipation
and preconnditioning use found by Pevvitt & Alam (2011) were utillised. Due to thhis, two new ttests were run. One
was basedd on the 22.5 million
m
nodes,, half model w
with sting, andd the other was based on thee same model with
both dissippation and preconditioning pparameters alteered to better ccapture the floow. The goal fr
from this was to
t try
and matchh the testing peerformed on thhe static resultts to the capabbilities of the dynamic resullts. Despite several
attempts, a simulation could not bee made that w
would allow ffor the solution to convergge when both
h the
preconditiooning and disssipation param
meters were in pplace. These m
models would rresults in failurre due to nume
erical
errors. Tessts were then performed
p
on bboth precondittioning and dissipation sepaarately. It was tthen found tha
at the
dissipationn input was leaading to numerrical errors.
When the preconditioninng was used aalone, it was foound that the m
model would cconverge, onlyy when refinem
ments
were madde to the inneer time steps in the solverr. To try and help the proccess the model was rerun with
preconditioon and the innner time stepps were increaased from 200 to 400 (Blaazek, 2001). T
This improved
d the
convergennce greatly but still did not fuully converge the results. Duue to this, the ppreconditioninng was not use
ed for
further stuudies, as furtheer time step reffinements wouuld increase thee computationaal time beyondd the feasible limits
for this stuudy. To indicaate the quality of the standarrd 22.5 millionn node model and the beneffits of precond
dition
the Cmy graaphs at 20º witth and withoutt preconditioniing are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 100. Experimentall Data vs. Dynaamic Tests, at 200º for Standardd 22.5 million nnodes (left) precconditioning (riight)
g
In Figure 10, it was obsserved that thee additional meesh refinementt changed the shape of the Cmy dynamic graph
but did nott improve its overall
o
accuraccy. Due to this,, a detailed deccision of its beenefits could noot be made without
further testing of additioonal AoA. Wheen looking at tthe preconditiooning model itt appears that tthe results werre not
only improoved greatly but
b also wouldd follow the chharacteristics oof the flow muuch better. As tthese results would
w
not fully converge it was
w not possibble to use theem in good coonfidence therreafter. It is eexpected that with
additional time steps this model wouldd converge furrther and woulld result in the more accuratee and viable re
esults
(ETH, 20110). Although with the avaiilable computaational power and time fram
me it was not possible to fu
urther
refine the time steps onn this model tto determine tthe possible aaccuracy achieevable. Due too this converg
gence
problem, ffurther testingg was done onn the 22.5 milllion nodes, haalf model withh sting withouut preconditioning.
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Additionall tests were performed at 10°° and 15º. The results are shoown in Figure 11.

Cmy, for 10º, 155º and 20º withh ±5º
Figure 11. Experimentall Data vs. Dynaamic Tests - C
The effect of the 22.5 million
m
nodes m
mesh is more nooticeable for thhe pitching mooment graphs iin Figure 11. When
W
looking att the solution at
a 10º it is nooted that due too the improveement in the sttatic results, thhe dynamic re
esults
have transslated up noticeably and are now much clooser to the expperimental dataa. The charactteristics of the flow
have also improved, thoough as this is an area of thee complicated fflow, the charaacteristics indiicated are still very
different tto the experim
mental data. Itt is expected that being abble to get the preconditioninng and dissipation
parameterss to work wouuld allow for thhis characterissation of the fllow to be moddelled in a greaater detail (Lomax,
1999).
For the Dyynamic Cmy values
v
at 15º ddegrees it is noted that the iimprovement in static resullts have caused
d the
dynamic reesults to transllate upwards, iimproving the quality of thee results. Addittionally the graaph now represents
the flow chharacteristics better.
b
Howevver on the dow
wnwards strokee (or the top linne) the results dip and fall below
b
the upwardd stroke line. This
T characteriistic is not preesent in the expperimental datta. As mentionned earlier, the 22.5
million noode model begiins to merge its leading edgee and thicknesss vortices soonner. This effectt is due to the dip
d in
the Cmy reesults. It was observed
o
that for the static rresults, this im
mproved whenn preconditioniing and dissipation
parameterss were added to the solutioon (Pevitt & A
Alam, 2011). Therefore, it is believed thhat if the dyn
namic
simulationn is run with thhese parameterrs, the dip in thhe results wouuld be attendedd to and the chharacteristics of
o the
flow will bbe more accuraate.
For the 200º Dynamic Cmy
was noted thatt the solution w
was again trannslated up as a result of the new
m results, it w
static soluttion. Overall, the
t accuracy aand characteristtics of the flow
w in this regionn do not vary nnotably. The re
esults
on the low
wer AoA side around
a
15º havve become closser to the expeerimental resullts due to the uupwards translation
of the grapph. At the sam
me time, the upw
wards translatiion has causedd the results arround 25º to m
move away from
m the
experimenntal results sliightly. In bothh the 10.5 m
million node m
model and thee 22.5 millionn node model the
characterisstics of the floow do not channge significanntly. Based on the one 1Hz rresults it was ffound that the 22.5
million noode model did provide the m
most accurate reesults but was still lacking aas it did not fuully characterisse the
dynamic fflow across all AoA. It is believed thatt with the adddition of the dissipation annd preconditio
oning
parameterss, the quality of
o the results w
would noticeabbly improve.
In additionn to these tessts, some initiaal testing wass performed oon models pitcching at 3 Hz oscillation. These
T
models weere also run inn unison to botth sets of testinng. Due to this and because of a lack of tiime available the 3
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Hz model testing was performed on tthe 9.6 millionn node model with a k-ω turrbulence modeel. This modell was
found to be less accuratee than the 22.55 million node SAE model baased on the staatic results (Pevitt & Alam, 2011).
2
Despite less accuracy annd due to time and resource limitations thee force and mooment results ffor the 3 Hz te
esting
were perfo
formed for 10ºº and 20º AoA using the 99.6 million noode model. Byy placing the model in a 3 Hz
oscillationn the reduced frequency
fr
of rootation was 0.1196. The pitching moment reesults are illusttrated in Figurre 12.
Despite thhe 3 Hz modeel being basedd on a much less accurate rreference moddel, Figure 12 illustrates tha
at the
majority oof the results were quite siimilar to the experimental data and show
wed good agrreement with flow
characterisstics.

±5º
Figure 12. Experimenttal Data vs. Dyynamic Tests aat 3Hz, for 10º and 20º with ±
After revieewing the Cmyy dynamic dataa, it was obserrved that at 100º the 3 Hz sttill struggles too model the re
esults
accuratelyy. It appears thaat the 10º Cmy graph is the hhardest to moddel for both 1 H
Hz and 3 Hz. F
For the 3 Hz graph
g
the flow ccharacteristics and values aree much closer than what waas found in thee 1 Hz graph. Overall the re
esults
are still quuite different compared
c
to thhe experimentaal data for 3 H
Hz. It is expectted that if the more refined mesh
m
with the SA
AE model, preeconditioning aand dissipationn were used foor the 3 Hz testting the resultss would be closser.
For the 200º results, the simulation dataa is quite closee to the experim
mental data. Thhe graph appeears to represen
nt the
flow charaacteristics accuurately, but is ttranslated dow
wn slightly. It iss known that tthis downwardds translation is due
to the lesss accurate stattic data from the k-ω modeel. Therefore iit is believed that these resuults can be fu
urther
improved through the usse of the moree accurate basee model. Overrall, it was fouund that the 3 Hz data was much
m
easier to m
model than thee 1 Hz data. E
Even using a m
much less acccurate static m
model the resullts were both quite
accurate annd indicated a good characteerisation of thee flow. Based oon the results, it is believed tthat with the use
u of
the 22.5 m
million node model
m
with the SAE turbulennce model, preeconditioning aand dissipationn the results would
w
be much m
more accurate.
5. Conclussions
Based on tthe findings from CFD simuulations, a finall simulation m
model was created utilising a range of beneficial
simulationn parameters. The
T final moddel was based on 22.5 millioon node half m
model, with the sting attachm
ment,
preconditiooning and disssipation param
meters.
The findinngs from this study
s
indicate that it is vital to ensure an aadequate meshh refinement w
with a definite focus
f
on leadingg edge refinem
ments. Otherw
wise, the resultts can deviatee largely from
m the experimeental findings. The
addition oof the sting, preconditioninng parameterss and increaseed dissipationn parameters can lead to more
accuratelyy refined modells, except for tthe 17°AoA.
The study indicates that with the apprropriate mesh rrefinement andd flow parameeters, the TAU
U code is capab
ble of
representinng the force annd moment coeefficient resultts to an approppriate level of aaccuracy at low
wer AoA. How
wever,
in order too truly represennt the overall fflight envelopee additional m
more specialisedd meshes and ffurther refinem
ments
are requireed. This can be the concept development of two separatte models, onee for lower AooA simulationss and
the other is for higher AooA simulationss.
million nodes, SAE
For the dyynamic results, studies were ccompleted at 1 Hz and were based on the ooriginal 10.5 m
model andd at 3 Hz on thhe 9.6 million nodes k-ω moodel. Initial finndings indicateed that the dynnamic results in all
force and moment graphhs were directlly related to thhe static resultts of the same model. Thereefore high leve
els of
accuracy w
were not possibble unless the static models were improveed. Despite theeir variances inn numerical va
alues,
the CL annd CD results were capable of accuratelyy indicating thhe flow charaacteristics, whiile the Cmy re
esults
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appeared to vary both in numerical results and flow characteristics, especially in the region of flow separation.
The numerical results and the flow characteristics improved for the mesh refined models. These improvements
indicated notable beneficial changes in the flow characteristics at all AoA used in this study.
Based on the current accuracy of the dynamic models, the additional model refinement is needed. As the
dynamic results follow the static findings, improvements made in the static results would greatly improve the
dynamic results. It can be suggested that at current accuracy levels, it was not be possible to model the 1 Hz data
in good confidence. However, the 3 Hz results can be modelled in quite good confidence, despite slight
deviances were found in the Cmy results at 10º to 17º AoA. It is also believed that with further computational
simulations with a more accurate model further improvement can be achieved in high frequency dynamic
modelling.
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